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Abstract: Thhis paper is concerned with design and
optimalizationn of a suitablee communicatioon environmennt for
project coopeeration of smalll and medium
m enterprises. When
W
more businesss subjects are cooperating
c
on the same projeect, it
is essential to provide an apppropriate envirronment for effeective
communication. Commonly used methods of communiccation
are not effectiive enough for use
u in projects exceeding a ceertain
number of paarticipants. Theere is a need to ensure alsoo the
monitoring of communiccation and its managem
ment.
Fundamental problem in thhis concept is data securityy and
ensuring that information reaaches all intereested parties. This
Th is
the problem of communicatioon between larrge number of users
across plenty of
o business subjjects.
Key words: communicatioon, communicaation environm
ment,
communication management

1. INTRODU
UCTION
Fast, eff
fficient and transparent
t
coommunication was
identified as a basic need for a good coo-operation of more
companies in various comm
mon projects. None of the other
known parameeters affect the efficiency of cooperation
c
as much
m
as communicaation does.
The coopperation of seveeral companies on one-off proojects
such as R & D means a collabboration of a laarge number of users
across a numbber of totally different
d
busineess entities. Theere is
none or very minimal possiibility that these different enntities
will unify theeir enterprise innformation sysstems for the shorts
term cooperattion. In the loong-term coopeeration the ideea of
unification of corporate inforrmation system
ms in terms of return
r
on investmentt is also very controversial. Thherefore the staart of
cooperation iss threatened by the absence off an effective way
w of
information annd data exchangge.
Another important
i
quesstion in this conncept is traceaability
and relevance of communicattion. In terms of
o trust it is esseential
that each of the entities iss able to monnitor and storee the
communicatioon. That allows reverse analysiis of communiccation
back in time (Š
Šimon & Černýý, 2009).
Effective communicatioon environmennt, which woulld be
affordable to small and meddium-sized enteerprises (SME'ss) are
currently on the
t market onlyy in very limiteed quantities. There
T
are already exxisting similar sophisticated
s
m
massive
server-bbased
communicatioon environmentts or in a smalller scale, electtronic
forums. Howeever, these soluttions require a central
c
server where
w
all data aree stored. Parradox is thatt the conceppt of
communicatioon through a ceentral server as a data repositoory is
very secure annd still it meets with the considderable reluctannce of
companies to store their dataa on a server which
w
is not dirrectly
under their conntrol (Saaty L. T. & Vargas G. L., 2006).
The propposed environm
ment works on
o the principlle of
software clieent on indiviidual workstaations serving the
appropriate e--mail account. All data are sttored in the cllient's
email accountt, which is mosstly on the welll-secured comppany's
server. Thereffore there is no
n need for a central serverr and
transmitting daata storage outsside the corporaate network. Wee are

Fig. 1. Communnication channnels in the communication
c
n
enviironment
work
king on the poossibility of inttegration of thee client to MS
S
Outllook. Applicatioon is developedd in a program
mming languagee
Javaa1.6.

2. COMMUNIC
C
CATION ENV
VIRONMENT
T
Fun
nctions required for commun
nication environment
• Proposed
P
com
mmunication fo
for business communication
c
n
network
n
is madde up of two baasic functional units
u
providingg
the
t following feeatures.
The communicatioon and information exchangee
• Creation
C
of cleaar reporting struucture.
• Ensuring
E
that thhe message will get to all interrested users.
• Environment
E
a
allows
imposingg requirementss on individuall
users.
u
• Effective
E
feedbback.
• Sorting
S
out of already
a
outdatedd information.
• Registration
R
off new users.
Ana
alysis and management of thee communicatiion
• Reverse
R
analyssis of time connnected to the processing off
messages
m
(Tupaa & Basl, 2006)).

3. ANALYSIS
A
Users
U
with the right to have tthe power can monitor all thee
timin
ng informationn related to m
messaging. Th
his function iss
essential in order too prove the releevance and ti su
upport fulfillingg
p
deadlinees. With the abbility to see forr example how
w
of project
long
g it took to the user to respondd to the messag
ge the managerr
dealing with the coommunication aanalysis is then able to identifyy

clearly who is responsible for the late response and thus a
possible delay of the project. This function can be demonstrated
as on of the pre-set functions of user requirements (Stančík, P

et al., 2004).
Two companies are working on joint project in research
and development, one dealing with design and production of
the device cover and the second one dealing with the electronic
parts inside the device. In the example should be mentioned
that the second company has the limit for development of
electronic products for 30 days. It is important to say that this
development is controlled by company number 1, which is
responsible for the delivery of information on time and for all
the approvals. Thanks to this system it is clearly visible, for
example, that the company number 2 sent the requirement for
approval of scheme addressing internal parts the fifteenth day.
In the system is then clearly seen that the report requirement
left on the fifteenth day. Employee of company number 1
responsible for approving read it on the eighteenth day, and
replied after four days. Therefore, if there was a failure to finish
the project on time, due to the proposed environment it is very
easy to identify who and how long was working on the project.
In the example mentioned above the company number 2 was
waiting for an answer for seven days and they should be
therefore deducted from the final date of the contract.
In the case of the proposed client software this problem is
solved by using an auxiliary email which leaves right after
opening the message without the user knowing about it.
3.1 Specifically, it is possible to monitor and analyze these
times:
When the user sent or received the message
This time is a normal part of email header.
When the user opened the message
In this case the client generates and sends supportive email
in background for analysis purposes only.
When the user responded to the message
This time is also a standard part of the header of each
message. And it is important for monitoring of how long users
run their tasks on the project.
3.2 Communication analysis is proposed from three basic
aspects:
From the perspective of specific message
There is a possibility to select a specific message and to
visualize it in the table of two columns who and when read the
message. It is possible to determine specifically which user and
when responded to the message.
From the perspective of specific user
There is offered the opportunity to see in two tables, what
message the user received, to which of them and when did he
respond, or when the user created a topic.
From the perspective of a specific topic
User can view a specific topic and find out when and
which user contributed to this topic or read this topic.
For the time analysis of the project Gantt chart is used.
Users can mark important messages and visualize them in a
Gantt chart. This chart can be made both in terms of individual
users and the level of business entities cooperating on the
project. Messages that appear in the Gantt chart can be
manually selected to keep the chart transparent.
Data in the communication environment
In the communication environment possibility to save and
export whole communication in appropriate format is required.
This can be used as complete project documentation. It also
creates a knowledge base, which is possible to use in the future.
Automatically there is a great emphasis on data security.

During cooperation with various companies for example in the
research and development organizations have to exchange
classified information which can be very valuable (Votava, V
et al., 2008).

4. CONCLUSION
The aim of our research is increasing an efficiency of
cooperation of small and medium enterprices. Communication
was identified as the most critical factor of sucess during the
interviews with representatives of the cluster, and other small
and medium companies cooperating in this market segment.
For this reason is our research focused on increasing
competitiveness by streamlining communication between those
entities for this reason. Aim of this research is to create an
optimal communication environment and communication
methodology focusing on cooperation of SMEs in the virtual
network.
In collaboration with managers from cluster initiative the
software client is optimized for maximum efficiency in
communication between the SME's. It is necessary to ensure
the highest possible applicability in real business and therefore
sometimes user friendliness and easy control is more important
than the complex user functions. Interesting advantages of this
concept comparing to the existing solutions is in the easy
integration into the company, no need for the central server,
high data security and support of large number of users.
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